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OPEC to maintain production
despite falling crude prices

Hampton Roads chassis pool will use IAS to develop ChassisManager,
which is designed to bring the beneficial cargo owners into the billing
equation based on based on their carrier- or merchant-haulage contracts.

Congress set to vote on highway
bill

BY ERIC JOHNSON | FRIDAY, DECEMBER 04, 2015

ITC imposes duties on Chinese
melamine imports

The Port of Virginia’s chassis pool said this week it will implement a direct-to-beneficial cargo
owner billing system that aimed at streamlining and simplifying the billing process for paying
chassis usage fees.
The system, called ChassisManager, is due to go into effect Jan. 1 for the Hampton Roads
Chassis Pool II, the Virginia Port Authority’s chassis management subsidiary. The system was
developed by Oakland-based International Asset Systems (IAS).
“Offering BCOs the option to take control of their chassis usage and manage the associated
costs is an important step in this progression,” said John F. Reinhart, chief executive officer and
executive director at the Virginia Port Authority.
IAS data management and billing rule functionality will be extended to shippers and
consignees, whose goods are picked up and delivered on HRCPII chassis, regardless of
geographic location. BCOs will provide ChassisManager with shipment data indicating the moves
for which they are responsible for chassis costs, based on their carrier- or merchant-haulage
contracts. BCOs will also be able to view their daily chassis rental activity and dispute erroneous
events before chassis usage invoices are produced, ensuring accurate billing.
"Chassis billing to-date has been a two-dimensional activity to the ocean carrier or to the motor
carrier, but there is a third party, arguably the most important, who controls the cargo," said Ed
Schriger, vice president of product at IAS. "Our new BCO billing module takes the burden of
rebilling and reconciliation out of chassis operations."
ChassisManager derives billing rules from facility gate move and shipment data to provide
accurate visibility of chassis movements to responsible parties. The system allows motor carriers,
ocean carriers and BCOs to view and track their HRCPII chassis usage in real time.
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Container shipping
entering another round of
consolidation?

Panama Canal wait times
up after September
maintenance

TSA seeks to shore up
rates; impose hefty GRI in
January

Chinese carriers COSCO and
China Shipping told the Federal
Maritime Commission they are in
the beginning stages of a merger,
while Bloomberg reported CMA
CGM has entered into talks to buy
APL parent Neptune Orient Lines.

There appears to have been some
improvement in vessel waiting
times, but the Panama Canal
Authority announced on Sunday it
will take additional steps in an
attempt to to clear the backlog of
ships at the Central American
waterway.

The Transpacific Stabilization
Agreement's 15 members plan a
$1,200-per-FEU rate hike on AsiaU.S. West Coast trade Jan. 1 and
want a minimum rate of $1,700 per
FEU to the U.S. West Coast in
2016-17 contracts.

NOL enters exclusive
acquisition talks with CMA
CGM

Liner shipping squeezed by
low freight rates, higher
regulatory costs

Ag shippers, ocean carriers
discuss new container
weight regulations

A tie-up between Singapore's
Neptune Orient Lines, parent of
liner company APL, and CMA
CGM of France would combine the
third and thirteen largest container
carriers worldwide.

Christopher Koch, senior advisor
to the World Shipping Council,
says container shipping faces a
cost-control crusade and “green
storm” of environmental
regulations.

Industry officials say there are
many practical issues to work out
prior to new International Maritime
Organization regulations going into
effect July 1, 2016.
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